
CURB INLET HOOD WATERWORKS 
POLYURETHANE PRODUCTS

BENEFITS

• Polyurethane absorbs shock produced by the impact 
of the plow blade

• Significantly lighter than cast iron - 22.5 lb. compared 
to 136 lb.

• Reduced cracking of adjacent concrete curbs

• Resistant to oils, greases and gasoline

“Damage to cast iron catch basin backs from winter plowing and 
snow removal operations was becoming very costly. The City of 
Marquette was looking for a way to prevent damage and reduce 
cost, so in 1997, Argonics installed seven urethane catch basin 
backs. These curb backs were placed in areas where replacement 
of the cast iron backs was an annual occurrence. These original 
urethane backs are still in place and have never needed 
repair or replacement.  Marquette now has hundreds of 
urethane catch basin backs installed city-wide. There has been 
negligible damage on a couple of them due to the underbody of 
a plow tearing a corner, but the urethane basin snapped back 
into place without breaking or deforming. Our cost savings have 
been huge because of the significantly less seasonal labor and 
replacement equipment costs.”

Dave Miller, Supervisor, sanitary and storm sewer systems, 

City of Marquette Public Works Department

The Argonics Curb Inlet Hood has proven to withstand direct hits from plow blades - they do not break or shatter like the cast iron 

parts they replace.  Our Curb Inlet Hoods that were installed in 1997 are still in place and have needed no repair or replacement, 

unlike the cast iron versions which were replaced annually.

All Argonics products are 

proudly made in the USA.

Slots insure correct 
bolt position and 

proper height

Custom text: 
“Dump no waste - 

Drains to waterways”



Style Part Number “A” “B” “C” “D” Weight (lbs)
East Jordan MP-CH-552238-01-B93 221∕2” 123∕8” 51∕2” 2” 22.55

Neenah Foundry R3067 MP-CH-NFR3067-01-B93 351∕2” 111∕2” 53∕4” 2” 19.72
Neenah Foundry R3222 MP-CH-NFR3222-01-B93 243∕4” 141∕2” 6” 11∕2” 35.29
Neenah Foundry R3235 MP-CH-NFR3235-01-B93 193∕4” 10” 61∕8” 3” 32.52
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